Rotor wake-stator interaction is an important element of aircraft engine noise, especially in the rear arc. For numerical predictions of this type of engine noise, an accurate rotor wake description is indispensable. However, for most CFD codes accurate calculation of the development of turbulent rotor wakes is not something natural. To assess the importance of wake modelling accuracy, the NLR lifting surface model was used for a parametric study. Many rotor wake-stator interaction calculations were made on a configuration with realistic dimensions. Systematic variations of wake depth, wake width, and axial and circumferential position of the wake origin were carried out. It was found that for 1 dB precision in the final acoustic result these parameters must have a relative accuracy varying from 6% to 12%. This is a real trial of strength for most CFD models. With the same 1 dB precision requirement, it was found that relative errors in the prediction of rotor viscous drag, which is an important factor in the wake development, are acceptable up to 23%. Nationaal Nationaal Nationaal Nationaal Lucht-en Lucht-en Lucht-en Lucht-en Ruimtevaartlaboratorium Ruimtevaartlaboratorium Ruimtevaartlaboratorium Ruimtevaartlaboratorium
I. Introduction
An important element of turbomachinery noise is the interaction of rotor viscous wakes with a downstream stator vane row. The rotor wakes impinge on the stator vanes and induce an unsteady vane loading. This stator response is the physical source for the rotor-stator interaction noise. Acoustic duct modes, having a circumferential periodicity according to Tyler and Sofrin 1 , are generated at multiples of the blade passing frequency. Both upstream and downstream radiating modes are generated. The Since the pioneering study of Tyler and Sofrin 1 in the early 60's, a number of semi-analytic prediction models has been developed for rotor-stator interaction noise. Some of these are based on 2D approximations 2, 3 , others on a 3D lifting surface theory 4, 5 . The 2D methods have the drawback of ignoring spanwise interference; the 3D methods have the drawback of having to assume a uniform axial main flow. Thus, the 3D lifting surface models do not include the effects of swirl and vane stagger. The stator vanes have to be thin and aligned with the main, axial flow in the 3D methods and with the local flow in the 2D methods.
An alternative way to obtain rotor-stator interaction noise predictions is the application of CFD methods. Herewith, the aforementioned limitations of semianalytic models can be overcome. Although CFD methods have their own drawbacks (long computing times and numerical artefacts), an important advantage of viscous CFD methods is their ability, at least in principle, to include the rotor wakes in the computation. Semi-analytic methods do not include viscosity and have to consider wakes as incident distortions. Normally, these wakes are computed from 2D idealised far wake models 6 or, at best, taken from wake velocity measurements, which have their own inaccuracies. This paper is devoted to the question: how accurate must rotor wakes be computed in order to get reliable noise predictions? It was already shown by Schulten 7 that stator response can be quite sensitive to rotor wake details.
For the assessment of these accuracy requirements, many rotor wake-stator interaction calculations have to be made with systematic variations in the rotor wake description. For that purpose, it is convenient to use a well-proven semi-analytic method, because modifications in the wake description can be introduced easily and the computing time is much less than for CFD methods. This paper describes a wake accuracy investigation carried out with the NLR method based on lifting surface theory 4 . This method was validated by several wind tunnel experiments in the period 1987 through 1995. A good agreement was found between theory and measurements 8, 9 . Furthermore, the method was compared to another lifting surface method 5 in the 3rd CAA Workshop 10 . Again, good agreement was found between both methods, thereby establishing a firm benchmark case for CAA/CFD developers. Several numerical methods were tested on this benchmark, with very good results 11, 12, 13 . The results of this paper are based on a parametric study of many rotor wake-stator interaction calculations of a configuration with realistic dimensions. Typical 'Approach' flow and operating conditions were chosen. Variations in rotor wakes were made relative to a datum case, in which the wakes had a quasi-2D analytic description, based on Schlichting's turbulent wake model 6 . Systematic variations of wake depth, wake width, and axial and circumferential position of the wake origin were carried out.
In this paper, brief descriptions are given of the lifting surface model, the used geometry and the flow conditions. Then, the "datum" wake model is described, as well as the variations on that model. The numerical results are discussed and, finally, the conclusions are formulated.
II. Lifting surface model
The NLR model for predicting rotor-stator interaction noise is based on a lifting surface theory developed by Schulten 4 . In this theory, the flow is inviscid and isentropic. A uniform subsonic main flow is assumed, on which small distortions are superimposed. This main flow is supposed to be axial, so swirl is not included in this theoretical model. The blades of rotor and stator are modelled by lifting surfaces, i.e., by infinitely thin reference surfaces, across which steady and unsteady pressure discontinuities are allowed.
Most difficult part of the theory is to obtain the pressure jump across the reference surface, given an incident field. The pressure jump, or loading, ∆p satisfies a Fredholm integral equation of the first kind, symbolically written:
When unsteady loading is considered, the right hand side f follows from the incident field. For the steady loading problem, f also depends on angle of incidence, blade camber and blade thickness. The kernel K only depends on the fan operating conditions.
The unknown loading ∆p is solved from Eq. (1), by expressing it as a series of suitably chosen basis functions and by applying a Galerkin projection. Then the unknown pressure coefficients can be solved from a linear system of equations:
where L is a matrix of influence coefficients, P is a vector of pressure coefficients and R is a vector, which follows from the incident field.
III. Geometry and flow conditions Geometry
In order to comply with the assumptions made in the lifting surface theory, the calculations are made for an annular duct geometry of constant cross-section. The rotor blades and the stator vanes have no thickness and do not disturb the axial main flow. Hence, the stator vanes are not staggered and the rotor blades follow helical surfaces defined by the ratio between rotor rotational speed and flow speed.
In the calculations for the present study, the axial positions of leading and trailing edges of rotor blades and stator vanes are independent of the radial position * . Thus, the axial chords of rotor and stator are constant along the span and, consequently, the true rotor chord increases from hub to tip. The leading and trailing edge positions have been made dimensionless with the duct radius. * This is not a limitation of the lifting surface theory.
Flow conditions

Acoustic duct modes
Under these conditions, the BPF is cut-off 1 . Rotorstator interaction modes are generated at frequencies BPF, 2 n n × ≥ . In this study, we consider 2 BPF × and 3 BPF × . Circumferential mode numbers m follow from the well-known Tyler and Sofrin rule: 
IV. Datum model for viscous wakes
Wake model A quasi-2D Gaussian wake model 6 is used. Just like the main flow, the wake model used here is not subject to swirl. Using a cylindrical co-ordinate system ( , , )
x r θ in which the x-direction is the direction of the main flow, the wake distortion velocity wake u r is described by the following expression: The streamwise relative co-ordinate ξ and the traverse relative co-ordinate η are defined by (see also Fig. 1 )
where te,R θ is the circumferential position at 0 t = of the trailing edge of a reference rotor blade. The angle α is given by ( )
Eq. (4) 
in which Re is the Reynolds number:
where 0 ν is the kinematic viscosity. The rotor chords can be calculated by:
Boundary condition
In the lifting surface theory, the following boundary condition has to be solved:
where U r is the main flow, u r is the distortion and S 
Eq. (11) simplifies to
The velocity distortion u r can be written as the summation of the incident distortion wake u r due to the viscous wakes, and the velocity induced u r induced by the blade row response. Therefore, the equation to be solved is:
Using Eqs. (4) and (13) 
which defines the datum boundary condition for the present study.
V. Wake variations Basic variations
In this section, it is described how variations in wake depth, wake width and wake origin are made on the datum wake boundary condition, Eq. (16).
We introduce radial functions ( ), 1,..., 4 j r j 
in which:
( )
and te,R te,R le,S te,R 3
The variation in axial position of the wake origin is such that the wake remains on the same helical surface. This is realised through the last term in the right hand side of Eq. 
Chebyshev polynomials k T (of the first kind) are defined by
In fact, this wake variation can also be covered by the basic variations, by setting
i.e., by controlled simultaneous variation of wake depth and wake width. Nevertheless, it is interesting to look at the drag coefficients separately, because errors in drag predictions may be due to inadequate modelling of the rotor boundary layer, instead of lack of accuracy in the calculation of the wake propagation.
VI. Numerical results
Sound Power Levels
The numerical results in this chapter are given as Sound Power Levels (PWL), defined by 10 PWL 10 log( ) 120
where P is the acoustic power, which is the axial component of the acoustic intensity, integrated over a duct cross-section. The acoustic intensity 14 is the time-average of the acoustic energy flux I r , in dimensionless form:
in which u r is the acoustic velocity (here:
and ρ is the corresponding acoustic density fluctuation. Summarised: The results shown hereafter are relative to these datum values.
Basic variations
Results for the variation in relative wake depth (2×BPF & 3×BPF, upstream & downstream) are shown in Fig. 2 to Fig. 5 . These figures show that a relative variation of 0.12 is allowed for errors in PWL less than 1 dB. In other words, the wake depth has to be calculated within 12% precision for a PWL accuracy of 1 dB. For other PWL precision demands, the wake depth accuracy requirements follow readily from the figures.
Results for the variation in relative wake width are shown in Fig. 6 to Fig. 9 . The 2×BPF results ( Fig. 6 and Fig. 8 ) are not very sensitive to variation, but the 3×BPF results ( Fig. 7 and Fig. 9 ) show more variation. Roughly spoken, 6% precision in wake width modelling is required for 1 dB accurate PWL results.
Effects of variation in axial position of wake origin are plotted in Fig. 10 to Fig. 13 . The lines with 0 k = represent straightforward variation of rotor-stator gap. The figures show that about 8% precision with respect to rotor-stator gap is required for 1 dB accuracy in PWL.
Finally, results for variation in circumferential position of wake origin are shown in Fig. 14 to Fig.  17 . Evidently, constant circumferential variation ( 0 k = ) does not affect the Sound Power Levels. For higher radial harmonics of the variation, a precision of approximately 8% with respect to the rotor blade spacing is required for 1 dB accurate PWL results.
Variations in rotor drag
Results for variation in rotor section drag coefficient This is an interesting result, because errors in d c may be due to wrong modelling of the rotor boundary layer, e.g. a wrong turbulence model, rather than lack of accuracy in the CFD calculation of the wake propagation. In other words, errors in d c may persist, even though the propagation is calculated 100% accurately. Apparently, the penalty for errors made in the calculation of the wake propagation is higher than for errors in the rotor boundary layer model.
VII. Conclusions
A lifting surface model was used to assess the wake modelling accuracy requirements for accurate prediction of rotor wake-stator interaction noise. Rotor wake variations were made on a datum case of a realistic geometry under approach conditions. A quasi-2D analytic model for turbulent wake development was used to describe the datum wakes.
Variations in wake depth, wake width, and axial and circumferential position of the wake origin revealed the following accuracy requirements for PWL prediction within 1 dB precision:
Wake depth: 12% (relative to depth of datum wake) Wake width: 6% (relative to width of datum wake) Axial origin: 8% (relative to rotor-stator gap) Circumferential origin: 8% (relative to rotor blade spacing)
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For the rotor viscous drag, the relative accuracy required is 23%, which is less restrictive than the requirements above. Errors in viscous drag prediction may be due to the rotor boundary layer model instead of the wake propagation model. Apparently, it seems to be more important to have high numerical accuracy in the prediction of the wake development than in the description of the rotor boundary layer.
It is emphasised that the numbers presented here are based on variations on one case. This case is believed to be representative for CFD studies on similar configurations. Configurations that are different from the present case will probably show different numbers. Effects of variations in section drag coefficient on upstream radiating sound power, 3×BPF, m = +13
